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ABSTRACT
We study the problem of counting cycles in the adjacency list streaming model, fully resolving in which settings there exist sublinear space algorithms. Our main upper bound is a two-pass algorithm for estimating triangles that uses $O(m/T^{2/3})$ space, where $m$ is the edge count and $T$ is the triangle count of the graph. On the other hand, we show that no sublinear space multipass algorithm exists for counting $\ell$-cycles for $\ell \geq 5$. Finally, we show that counting 4-cycles is intermediate: sublinear space algorithms exist in multipass but not single-pass settings.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Subgraph counting is a fundamental graph problem and an important primitive in massive graph analysis. It has many applications in data mining and analyzing the structure of large networks. In particular, triangle counting and the related problems of estimating the transitivity and clustering coefficients arise in spam detection [4], community detection in social networks [7], identification of web pages with a common topic [14], and evaluation of large graph models [25]; see Tsourakakis et al. [34] for an overview of applications.

Triangle counting has been studied in various models of computation for large inputs, such as MapReduce [33], other parallel models [2, 6], and external memory models [1]. In the data stream model, triangle counting was first introduced by Bar-Yossef, Kumar, and Sivakumar [3]. Subsequent work has studied algorithms in a number of streaming models [5, 9, 12, 13, 16, 18, 22, 24, 27–29]. Other subgraphs have received less attention in the streaming community, with most work focused on cycles and cliques [5, 26, 29] and a few papers considering arbitrary subgraphs of constant size [5, 19, 21].

1.1 Prior Work
Triangle Counting. Two adversarial insertion-only streaming models have been studied in the literature: arbitrary order, where the edges can arrive in any order, and adjacency list order, where edges incident to the same vertex arrive together (and therefore every edge is required to appear twice).

In discussing related work, we use $T$ to denote the number of triangles in the graph and $\tilde{O}(\cdot)$ to hide factors polynomial in $\log n$ and $\epsilon^{-1}$. In the single-pass arbitrary order model, $\Omega(m)$ space is required to even distinguish between graphs with 0 and $T$ triangles [9] for any $T < n$, and thus work has largely concentrated on providing space bounds parameterized by properties of the graph, such as the maximum degree [18, 29], tangle coefficient [29], number of paths of length two [16], or the maximum number of triangles sharing an edge or a vertex [19, 28]; see [5] for a summary of these results. The best known results without such additional parameters are
Table 1: Cycle counting in adjacency list insertion-only streams. Unless specified otherwise, upper bounds are for $(1 + \epsilon)$-estimating the number of cycles and lower bounds for distinguishing between graphs with 0 and $T$ cycles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cycle</th>
<th>Passes</th>
<th>Space</th>
<th>Comments</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Triangle</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$O(P_2/T)$</td>
<td>$P_2 =$ number of paths of length two</td>
<td>[12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$\tilde{O}(m/\sqrt{T})$</td>
<td></td>
<td>[27]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>$\tilde{O}(\sqrt{m} + m^{3/2}/T)$</td>
<td></td>
<td>[22]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>$\tilde{O}(m^{3/2}/T)$</td>
<td></td>
<td>[27]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>$\tilde{O}(m/T^{2/3})$</td>
<td>Distinguishing between 0 and $T$ triangles</td>
<td>[27]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>$\tilde{O}(m/T^{2/3})$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\ell = 4$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$\Omega(f_{Aj}(m/\sqrt{T}))$</td>
<td>$\Omega(f_{Aj}(r)) =$ communication complexity of 3-PJ$_r$: $T = O(m)$</td>
<td>Theorem 5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>const</td>
<td>$\Omega(f_{4J}(m/T^{2/3}))$</td>
<td>$\Omega(f_{4J}(r)) =$ communication complexity of 3-DISJ$_J$: $T = O(m^{3/2})$</td>
<td>Theorem 5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\ell \geq 5$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$\Omega(m)$</td>
<td>$T = O(n^{1/2})$</td>
<td>Theorem 5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$\Omega(m)$</td>
<td>$T = O(n^{3/4})$</td>
<td>Theorem 5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\Omega(m/T^{2/3})$</td>
<td>$T = O(n)$</td>
<td>Theorem 5.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>const</td>
<td>$\Omega(m/T^{2/3})$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that in the original version of the paper, Cormode and Jowhari initially claimed that their algorithm returned a $(1 + \epsilon)$-approximation but this claim was incorrect. Instead, their proposed algorithm returned a $(3 + \epsilon)$-estimate. Subsequently, they designed a new $(1 + \epsilon)$-approximation algorithm which appeared in the revised version of the paper.

either the trivial $O(m)$ or—for graphs with many triangles—$\tilde{O}(mn/T)$ [12].

More recently, it has been shown that algorithms using a constant number of passes over the stream can achieve sublinear space for any $T = \omega(1)$. The optimal lower bound depending on $m$ and $T$ only was given by Bera and Chakrabarti in [5]. They showed an $\Omega(\min(m^{3/2}/T, m/\sqrt{T}))$ bound and provided a $\tilde{O}(m^{3/2}/T)$ space algorithm matching one of the terms. Independently, McGregor, Vorotnikova, and Vu [27] provided two algorithms matching both terms of the lower bound, and Cormode and Jowhari. [13] gave a different algorithm with $\tilde{O}(m/\sqrt{T})$ space.1

In the adjacency list model, on the other hand, it is possible to achieve sublinear space without additional parameters. Prior to this work, the two state-of-the-art algorithms for $(1 + \epsilon)$-approximating the number of triangles were a single-pass algorithm using $\tilde{O}(m/\sqrt{T})$ space and a two-pass algorithm using $\tilde{O}(m^{3/2}/T)$ space by McGregor et al. [27]. They also gave a two-pass algorithm for distinguishing triangle-free graphs from those with at least $T$ triangles that uses only $\tilde{O}(m/T^{2/3})$ space.

In the random order streaming model, where the edges are guaranteed to arrive in a uniformly random order, Jha, Seshadhri and Pinar[17] showed a one-pass algorithm that uses $O(m/\sqrt{T})$ space, using uniform edge sampling to find wedges and then checking whether those wedges are completed by some later edge. The random order ensures that, with probability 1/3, the completing edge arrives after the sampled wedge.

**Counting Other Subgraphs.** Prior to this work, counting constant size subgraphs other than triangles had only been considered in the arbitrary order setting. Bera and Chakrabarti [5] describe an algorithm $(1 + \epsilon)$-approximating the number of occurrences of a particular subgraph $H$ of size $h$ using $\tilde{O}(m^{h(H)}/T)$ space and two passes over the stream, where $H$ denotes the size of an edge cover of $H$. They improve on this algorithm for cliques and cycles, achieving $O(m^{h(T)}/T)$ space, and provide a matching lower bound. For single-pass algorithms they show lower bounds of $\Omega(m^{h(T)})$ for cliques and odd-length cycles and $\Omega(m^{h(T)})$ for even-length cycles. Kallaugher and Price [19] present an algorithm for counting copies of an arbitrary subgraph $H$ which depends on how much the subgraphs overlap with each other; it is sublinear as long as no constant-size set of vertices contains a constant fraction of the copies of $H$.

### 1.2 Our Setting

**Streaming model.** We consider the adjacency list streaming model. In this model, we assume that the stream consists of a sequence of ordered pairs $xy$. For each edge $(x, y)$, both $xy$ and $yx$ will be present in the stream. The promise on the ordering is that all pairs with the same first vertex (the adjacency list of that vertex) appear consecutively in the stream. Within the adjacency lists the stream is ordered
We present new upper and lower bounds for cycle counting.

1.3 Our Results

Our main upper bound is a 2-pass adjacency list streaming algorithm that counts the number of triangles in a graph using $O(m/T^{2/3})$ space, improving on the previous best known multipass algorithm. We also present the first adjacency list algorithm for approximately counting 4-cycles, using $O(m/T^{3/5})$ space and two passes over the stream to return a constant-factor approximation to $T$ with probability $1-\delta$. The approximation factor may be $(1+\epsilon)$, with $\epsilon$ an arbitrary parameter, or it may be a fixed constant.

We will be primarily concerned with the space complexity of the algorithms, expressed in terms of the edge count $m$, $T$, $\epsilon$, and $\delta$. When $\epsilon$ and $\delta$ are omitted, this denotes the complexity when $\epsilon$ and $\delta$ are constant.

1.3 Our Results

We present new upper and lower bounds for cycle counting in adjacency list streams. See Table 1 for a summary of known results and our contributions. For triangle counting we give a two-pass $(1+\epsilon)$-estimation algorithm using $O(m/T^{2/3})$ space, improving on the previous best known multipass algorithm. We also present the first adjacency list algorithm for counting triangles, using $O(m^{1/3})$ space and two passes over the stream to return a constant-factor approximation to $T$. We complement our upper bounds with lower bounds for subgraph counting in the adjacency list model and they fully resolve in which settings there exist sublinear space cycle counting/distinguishing algorithms.

Both of our algorithms are based on sampling. Sampling-based approaches to this problem are very sensitive to "heavy" edges: edges which are involved in a large number of cycles. Heavy edges often introduce unacceptably large variance to the estimator. In our triangle counting algorithm, we deal with this by defining, for each triangle, a "lightest" edge, and ensuring that the triangle is only counted if it is initially sampled at that edge. See Sections 2.1 and 3 for more in-depth discussion.

In our 4-cycle counting algorithm, we deal with this problem by showing that a sufficient fraction of the 4-cycles have at least one wedge that is sufficiently "light". The difference from triangle counting is that the algorithm cannot identify the "light" wedge during the stream; this leads to a constant factor approximation to the cycle count, rather than $1+\epsilon$. See Sections 2.2 and 4 for details.

We present lower bounds for counting cycles of all length, both in one pass and constant number of passes. We use reductions from four known communication complexity problems: Index (INDEX$_r$), three-player Number on Forehead (NOF) Pointer-jumping (3-PJ$_r$), two-player Disjointness (DISJ$_r$) and three-player NOF Disjointness (3-DISJ$_r$), where $r$ indicates the size of the input. The communication complexity of the two multi-player NOF problems have not been fully resolved yet [10, 32] and thus we present our lower bounds for triangle counting as conditional on the best communication complexity lower bounds for these problems. It is generally believed that both of these problems have communication complexity of $\Omega(r)$, which would imply lower bounds of $\Omega(m/\sqrt{T})$ and $\Omega(m/T^{2/3})$ for one pass and multipass triangle counting respectively, matching the corresponding algorithms (from [27] and here) up to polylog factors; certainly any result to the contrary would be a breakthrough. For 4-cycle counting we show that solving the problem in one pass requires $\Omega(m)$ space, but in two passes it can be done using sublinear amount of space. We then show that counting larger cycles requires $\Omega(m)$ space for any constant number of passes. The details can be found in Sections 2.3 and 5.

2 TECHNIQUES

2.1 Triangle Counting Algorithm

Our main upper bound is a 2-pass adjacency list streaming algorithm that counts the number of triangles in a graph using $O\left(\frac{m}{T^{1/3}} \log n\right)$ space, where $T$ is the number of triangles in the graph and $m$ is the number of edges. To motivate our methods, consider first the following algorithm for distinguishing graphs with $T$ triangles from graphs with no triangles described in [27]:

First Pass Sample $m'$ edges from the graph.
Second Pass Check if any of these edges are in a triangle.

Note that the second pass can be accomplished with only $2m'$ extra bits of storage by, for each adjacency list presented in the second pass, flagging any endpoint of a sampled vertex if it appears in the adjacency list. If both endpoints of an edge are flagged in the adjacency list of some vertex $v$, that edge forms a triangle with $v$.

It can be shown (see, e.g., [15]) that any graph with $T$ triangles must have at least $T^{2/3}$ edges involved in those triangles, so provided $m' \geq \frac{m}{T^{1/3}}$, at least one such edge will be sampled in the first pass with good probability, and so the algorithm will detect that the graph has at least one triangle.

This algorithm gives an unbiased estimator for $T$, as the number of triangles found by the algorithm is $\frac{3m'}{m} T$ in expectation (if triangles with multiple sampled edges are counted with multiplicity). However, this estimator has high variance, due to "heavy" edges—edges involved in many triangles. We can reduce the variance by discarding excessively heavy
edges (for instance, if we discard every edge involved in at least $100T^{1/3}$ triangles we can reduce the variance to $O(T^2)$), but at the cost of biasing the estimator. This approach will allow us a constant-factor approximation to $T$, but not the $(1 \pm \varepsilon)$-multiplicative approximation we want.

Instead, consider the following three-pass algorithm, which only counts a triangle as being sampled if its "lightest" edge was sampled:

First Pass Sample a size-$m'$ set $S$ of edges from the graph.
Second Pass Collect the set $Q$ of triangles that include at least one edge in $S$.
Third Pass For every triangle $uvw \in Q$, calculate $T_{uw}, T_{vw}, T_{wu}$, the number of triangles in $G$ that use $uv, vw$, and $wu$, respectively.

Post-Processing
For each edge $e \in S$, and each triangle $\tau$ using $e$, count $\tau$ iff $e = \arg \min_{e' \in \tau} T_{e'}$, breaking ties arbitrarily.

This algorithm discards most "heavy edges" (it is possible for a heavy edge to be the lightest edge of some triangle, but not of most triangles), while providing an unbiased estimator, as each triangle has an exactly $\frac{m}{\ell^3}$ chance of being counted. One can show that this leads to an unbiased estimator with good variance.

However, there are two problems with this algorithm. Firstly, it takes an extra pass, and secondly, we need to store $Q$, which is size $\frac{m}{\ell^3}T$ in expectation. Therefore, its space complexity is, in the worst case,

$$O\left(\max \left(\frac{m}{T^{2/3}}, T^{1/3}\right) \log n\right)$$

To deal with the second problem, we sample a size-$m'$ subset of the triangles we would collect in the third pass, or all of them if we see fewer than $m'$. This gives us a true $O\left(\frac{m}{\ell^3} \log n\right)$-space algorithm.

Now we consider the first problem. Our algorithm depends on, for each triangle sampled, determining whether it was sampled at its "lightest" edge. It is impossible to determine this exactly in only two passes, as for each edge $e'$ in a triangle $\tau$, we will only be able to count triangles that involve $e'$ in the postfix of the stream that appears after $\tau$ is first detected.

To solve this, we first note that, if we sample the edge $uw$ in our first pass, we will be able to add it to $S$ when the first of the adjacency lists of $u, v$ arrive (assuming we use a hash-based sampling method). Suppose this is $u$. Then, if $uw$ is completed by a vertex $w$ to form $\tau$, either $w$ appears after $u$, in which case $\tau$ can be found during the first pass, or it appears before $u$, in which case $\tau$ can be found in the second pass as soon as $w$ arrives. In either case, we can find $\tau$ by the time its first vertex arrives in the second pass.

We can therefore replace $\arg \min_{e' \in \tau} T_{e'}$ from the three-pass algorithm with $\arg \min_{e' \in \tau} H_{e', \tau}$, where

$$H_{e', \tau} = \left|\{e' : e' \in \tau', (\tau' \setminus e') \text{ arrives after } (\tau \setminus e')\}\right|,$$

because we can compute $H_{e', \tau}$ in the second pass for every $\tau \in Q$ and edge $e' \in \tau$.

For any given edge $e'$ and triangle, this can be arbitrarily small, but on average across all triangles that use an edge $e'$, $H_{e', \tau}$ will be approximately $T e'/2$, which will suffice to bound the variance of our algorithm (for further details, see the full discussion in Section 3). This gives us the following algorithm:

First Pass Sample a size-$m'$ set $S$ of edges from the graph.
First and Second Pass Collect the set $Q$ of triangles that include at least one edge in $S$.
Second Pass For each $\tau \in Q$ and each $e' \in \tau$, calculate $H_{e', \tau}$.

Post-Processing
For each edge $e \in S$, and each triangle $\tau$ using $e$, count $\tau$ iff $e = \arg \min_{e' \in \tau} H_{e', \tau}$, breaking ties arbitrarily.

Combining with the aforementioned fix—only storing a sample of $Q$—gives our final algorithm.

### 2.2 4-Cycle Counting Algorithm

Our second result is a 2-pass adjacency list streaming algorithm that returns an $O(1)$ multiplicative approximation to the 4-cycle count of a graph using $\tilde{O}\left(\frac{m}{\ell^3}\right)$ space, where $T$ is the number of 4-cycles in the graph and $m$ is the number of edges. In the first pass, we collect a set of edges $S$ and in the second, count how many 4-cycles $G$ has that contain a wedge in $S$. To sample even one cycle reliably, we need $S$ to be size at least $m/3^{1/2}$, as any wedge will be sampled with probability about $(|S|/m)^2$, and there can be as few as $T^{3/4}$ wedges in a graph with $T$ 4-cycles. We show that this also gives a $O(1)$-factor multiplicative approximation to $T$ by showing that at least a constant fraction of the cycles in $G$ have at least one wedge that is "good", i.e. that is not used by too many 4-cycles and has neither of its edges used by too many 4-cycles.

### 2.3 Lower Bounds

Our last set of results consists of five lower bounds on the space complexity of cycle counting in the adjacency list streaming model. All of them involve the standard method of using reductions from known communication complexity problems. We let $C_\ell$ be a two or three-player communication complexity problem with input of size $\Theta(r)$ and a single bit as output. Suppose $\mathcal{H}$ is an algorithm that can distinguish between graphs with $T$ $\ell$-cycles and $\ell$-cycle-free graphs with probability $2/3$ in the one-pass adjacency list streaming model. We then construct a protocol for $C_\ell$ which
Figure 1: Lower bound constructions.
send messages whose size is the internal space of \( \mathcal{A} \). Based on an instance of \( C_r \) we construct a graph \( G \), such that \( G \) is \( \ell \)-cycle-free if the output is 0 and has \( T \ell \)-cycles if the output is 1. Alice, Bob (and possibly Charlie) each encode their input as adjacency lists of vertices in the graph \( G \). The protocol is then for Alice to run \( \mathcal{A} \) on her adjacency lists, and send the algorithm’s state to Bob, who then runs it on his adjacency lists. If there are three players, Bob sends the state to Charlie, who then runs \( \mathcal{A} \) on his lists. The last player can tell whether \( G \) has 0 or \( T \ell \)-cycles and therefore whether the output of \( C_r \) is 0 or 1. This implies that if \( C_r \) requires \( \Omega(f(r)) \) one-way communication, \( \mathcal{A} \) must use \( \Omega(f(r)) \) space.

To obtain a bound on the space used by multi-pass algorithms, we allow players to communicate for an arbitrary number of rounds and consider total communication. If total communication complexity of \( C_r \) is \( \Omega(f(r)) \), then any algorithm \( \mathcal{A} \) with \( c \) passes must use \( \Omega(f(r)/c) \) space, which is \( \Omega(f(r)) \) for constant \( c \).

For our reductions, we use the following communication complexity problems (formally defined in Section 5):

- **INDEX**: Alice has \( s \in \{0,1\}^r \), Bob has \( x \in [r] \), and must output \( s_x \).
- **DISJ**: Alice and Bob have \( s^1, s^2 \in \{0,1\}^r \) and must determine if any \( s^1_i = s^2_i = 1 \).
- **3-PJ**: Three-player Number on Forehead (NOF) Pointer-jumping. This problem can be viewed as an extension of Index to the multi-party NOF setting.
- **3-DISJ**: Three-player NOF Disjointness.

Using reductions from Index and Disjointness is standard for proving lower bounds on the space of one-pass and multi-pass arbitrary order streaming algorithms. In adjacency list streams, they are only applicable for obtaining bounds on counting subgraphs with two disjoint edges, and thus cannot be used for triangles. Since the input of a given communication complexity problem is encoded in the edges of the graph and each player sees every edge on certain vertices, assigning two vertices of a triangle to Alice and the third one to Bob (or vice versa) would lead to the player with two vertices having information about the other player’s input. On the other hand, in a 4-cycle (or a larger cycle) we can assign two adjacent vertices to Alice and two other adjacent vertices to Bob, which would ensure that both of them have private input. To circumvent this problem for triangles, we employ three-player communication complexity problems, where each player knows two thirds of the input. This is a special case of the \( k \)-player Number on Forehead (NOF) model, where the input consists of \( k \) parts \( I_1 \) through \( I_k \), and \( i \)-th player knows all \( I_j \) except \( I_i \). Showing bounds on communication complexity in this model has proven harder than in the more standard Number in Hand model. For multiparty NOF Pointer Jumping and Disjointness there is currently a gap between best known upper and lower bounds on the communication complexity. The best known lower bound for three players is currently \( \Omega(\sqrt{r}) \) for both problems, where \( r \) is the size of input \([31,35]\). Thus, we reference \( f_p(r) \) and \( f_d(r) \) as (currently unknown) complexities of NOF Pointer Jumping and Disjointness respectively in our triangle counting lower bounds. It is conjectured, that the communication complexity of both problems is \( \tilde{\Omega}(r) \), where \( \tilde{\Omega}(\cdot) \) notation hides inverse polylog factors. If that is the case, our triangle counting bounds become tight.

In two of our reductions concerning counting 4-cycles we aim to construct a graph with a large number of 4-cycles for instances with output 1 and a similar 4-cycle-free graph for 0-instances. To achieve that, we employ bipartite 4-cycle-free graphs on \( 2r \) vertices with \( \Omega(r^{3/2}) \) edges. An example of such a graph is an incidence graph of a special kind of projective plane called a field plane. If the order of the plane is \( q \), it has \( q^2 + q + 1 \) points, the same number of lines, and each line passes through exactly \( q + 1 \) points. Thus, the incidence graph has \( 2(q^2 + q + 1) \) vertices, each with degree \( q + 1 \). The graph is 4-cycle-free since by definition of a projective plane, for any two distinct points, there is exactly one line passing through both of them, and for any two distinct lines, there is exactly one point both of them pass through. We also note that there are no 4-cycle-free graphs on \( r \) vertices with \( \omega(r^{3/2}) \) edges \([8]\).

For illustrations of the lower bound constructions see Figure 1. Solid edges are fixed and dashed edges correspond to players’ input. For detailed definitions of communication complexity problems and descriptions of the reductions see Section 5.

## 3 TWO PASS TRIANGLE COUNTING ALGORITHM

### 3.1 Notation

For any edge or subset of edges \( x \) in \( G \), write \( L(x) \) for the set of triangles involving \( x \), and write \( T(x) \) for \( |L(x)| \). Let \( T = T(G) \). For each triangle \( \tau \in L(G) \), and each edge \( e \in \tau \), let \( \tau^e \) denote the unique vertex in \( \tau \) that is not an endpoint of \( e \).

### 3.2 Algorithm

Our algorithm will take two passes over the stream. Call these passes \( P_1, P_2 \). We will require that \( P_2 \) have the same ordering as \( P_1 \). For each \( i \in \{2\}, u \in V(G) \) and \( v \in \Gamma(u) \), let \( P_i^{u,v} \) denote the prefix of \( P_i \) that appears before \( v \) appears in the adjacency list of \( u \), and \( P_i^v \) denote the postfix of \( P_i \) that appears afterwards. Similarly, let \( P_i^{u,v} \) denote the prefix and postfix of \( P_i \) that occur before and after the adjacency list of \( v \), respectively. For each \( e \in G \), define an order on the
triangles of the graph as follows: \( r_1 <_e r_2 \) if \( r_2 \) arrives after \( r_1 \) in the stream.

Now, let \( \tau \) be a triangle and \( e \) an edge. Define:
\[
H_{e, \tau} = |\{\tau' \in L(e) : \tau <_e \tau'\}|
\]

Then, for each triangle \( \tau \), let \( \rho(\tau) \) be the unique edge \( e \in \tau \) that minimizes \( H_{e, \tau} \), breaking ties arbitrarily. Let \( \overline{T}_e = |\{\tau \in L(e) : \rho(\tau) = e\}|. \) Note that \( \sum_{e \in E} \overline{T}_e = T. \) Our algorithm is then as follows:

1. Choose a sample size \( m' \).
2. While passing through \( P_1 \), keep a uniformly chosen size-m' subset \( S \) of \( E(G) \), adding an edge to the first time of the two times it appears in \( P_1 \). If \( m' > m \), instead keep all of \( E(G) \).
3. While passing through \( P_1 \) and \( P_2 \), perform the following steps in parallel:
   1. Calculate \( m = |E(G)| \). Define \( k = \max(m/m', 1) \).
   2. Calculate \( T' = \sum_{e \in S} \overline{T}_e \).
   3. Sample a size-m' subset \( Q \) uniformly from \( \{(e, \tau) : e \in S, \tau \in L(e)\} \), or let \( Q \) be the entire set if it is smaller than \( m' \).
   4. For each \( (e', \tau) \in Q \) and for each \( e \in \tau \), calculate \( H_{e, \tau} \).
   5. Return \( \overline{T}' = \frac{kT'}{m} \).

3.3 Analysis

3.3.1 Space Complexity. To see that this can be implemented, first note that, if we are storing an edge \( e = uv \), whenever the adjacency list of a vertex \( w \) appears in the stream we can check whether \( uwv \) forms a triangle in \( G \) with the use of only two extra bits per such edge \( e \). This is because, while scanning the adjacency list of \( w \), we can flag \( u \) if \( uwv \) appears, and \( v \) if \( uvw \) appears, concluding at the end of the adjacency list that \( uvw \) exists iff \( u \) and \( v \) are flagged.

Therefore, we can perform step 3b with \( O(|S| \log n) \) space, and step 3c with \( O(|Q| \log n) \) space. We can perform step 3a in \( O(\log n) \) space just by maintaining a counter.

Then, for step 3d, consider any \( (e, \tau) \in Q \). The first time this can be added to \( Q \) is the first time the vertex \( w = \tau - \sigma \) is seen after adding \( e \) to \( S \). Suppose \( e \) appears in \( P_1 \) for the first time as the vertex \( v \) in the adjacency list of \( u \). Then, as \( P_1, P_2 \) have the same order, the adjacency list of \( w \) appears either in \( P_{\sigma u}^L \) or \( P_{\sigma u}^R \). So in particular, all of \( P_{\sigma u}^L \) is seen after \( (e, \tau) \) is added to \( Q \). Since \( u \) arrives before \( v \), this means that \( P_{\sigma u} \cup P_{\sigma u} \cup P_{\sigma w} \) is seen after \( (e, \tau) \) is added to \( Q \).

Then, for any \( f \in \tau \) and \( \sigma \in L(e') \) such that \( \tau' <_f \sigma, \sigma' \) appears after \( \tau' \) in \( P_2 \), by the definition of \( <_f \). Since \( \tau' \) must be one of \( u, v, w \), \( \sigma' \) is in \( P_{\sigma u} \cup P_{\sigma u} \cup P_{\sigma w} \), and it appears after \( (e, \tau) \) is added to \( Q \). Therefore,
\[
H_{e, \tau} = |\{\tau' \in L(e) : \tau <_e \tau'\}|
\]

can be counted with only \( O(|Q| \log n) \) space.

Therefore, the space complexity of this algorithm is:
\[
O \left( (|Q| + |S|) \log n \right) = O(m' \log n)
\]

3.3.2 Correctness.

Lemma 3.1.

\[
E[\overline{T}'] = T
\]

Proof. Fix any ordering of the stream. Condition on the set \( S \) of edges sampled from \( P_1 \). Then, for each triangle \( \tau \in G \) such that \( e \in S \) and \( \rho(\tau) = e \), \( (e, \tau) \in Q \) with probability \( \frac{m'}{m'} = \frac{m}{kT} \). Thus,
\[
E[\overline{T}'|S] = k \sum_{e \in S} \overline{T}_e
\]

Then, as each \( e \in G \) is included in \( S \) with probability \( \frac{m'}{m} = \frac{1}{k} \),
\[
E[\overline{T}'] = \sum_{e \in G} E[\overline{T}_e]
\]

And since for each \( \tau \) there is exactly one \( e \in \tau \) such that \( \rho(\tau) = e \),
\[
E[\overline{T}'] = T \quad \square
\]

To bound the accuracy of this estimator, we will need the following combinatorial lemma concerning the values \( \overline{T}_e \).

Lemma 3.2.

\[
\sum_{e \in G} \overline{T}_e^2 = O \left( T^{4/3} \right)
\]

Proof. For all \( i \in \{0, \ldots, \left\lceil \log T \right\rceil \} \), let \( E_i = \{ e \in G : \overline{T}_e \in [2^i, 2^{i+1}) \} \), and let \( A_i = \{ \tau \in G : \rho(\tau) = E_i \} \).

Then, let \( B_i = \{ \tau \in A_i : H_{\rho(\tau)} \geq \frac{\overline{T}_{\rho(\tau)}}{2} \} \), and let \( F_i = \bigcup B_i \), so \( F_i \) contains all of the edges of triangles in \( B_i \). Then, for any \( e \in E_i \), at least half of the triangles \( \tau \) such that \( \rho(\tau) = e \) have \( H_{\rho(\tau)} \geq \frac{\overline{T}_{\rho(\tau)}}{2} \), so \( |B_i| \geq |A_i|/2 \). Furthermore, by [15], any graph with \( m \) edges has at most \( m^{3/2} \) triangles, and so \( |F_i|^{3/2} \geq |A_i|/2 \). Then,

\[
\sum_{e \in G} \overline{T}_e^2 \leq \sum_{i=0}^{\left\lceil \log T \right\rceil} \sum_{e \in E_i} \overline{T}_e\]

While
\[
\sum_{e \in E_i} \overline{T}_e = |A_i| \leq 2|F_i|^{3/2}
\]

Then, for any \( e \in F_i \), \( \exists \tau \in B_i \) such that \( e \in \tau \), and therefore
\[
H_{e, \tau}, \tau \geq \frac{\overline{T}_{\rho(\tau)}}{2}
\]

Therefore,
\[
\overline{T}_e \geq \frac{H_{e, \tau}}{2} \geq \frac{\overline{T}_{\rho(\tau)}}{2} \geq 2^{i-1}
\]
Thus, $|F_i|2^{i-1} \leq 3T$, and so $|F_i|^{3/2} \leq T^{3/2}2^{-3(i-1)/2}3^{3/2}$. At the same time, $\sum_{e \in E} \bar{T}_e$ is clearly at most $T$, and so by breaking our sum at $i = \lfloor \log T/2 \rfloor$,

$$\sum_{e \in G} \bar{T}_e^2 \leq \sum_{i=0}^{\lfloor \log(T)/3 \rfloor} 2^i T + \sum_{i=\lfloor \log(T)/3 \rfloor}^{\lfloor \log(T)/2 \rfloor} 2^{i/2} 5/2 T^{3/2}/3^{3/2}$$

$$= O \left( T^{4/3} \right) + O \left( T^{4/3} \right)$$

$$= O \left( T^{4/3} \right).$$

\[\square\]

We are now ready to analyze the accuracy of the algorithm. First, we will show that $k \sum_{e \in S} \bar{T}_e$ is a good estimator for $T$.

**Lemma 3.3.**

\[\forall \epsilon > 0, \mathbb{P} \left[ k \sum_{e \in S} \bar{T}_e \in ((1 - \epsilon)T, (1 + \epsilon)T) \right] \geq 1 - O \left( \frac{k}{\epsilon^2 T^{2/3}} \right)\]

**Proof.** As each $e \in G$ is included in $S$ with probability $m'/m = 1/k$,

$$\mathbb{E} \left[ k \sum_{e \in S} \bar{T}_e \right] = T$$

We will now proceed to bound the variance. Let $I_e$ be the indicator variable that is 1 if $e \in S$ and 0 otherwise. Then, since a fixed number of edges are included in $S$, the family $\{I_e\}_{e \in G}$ is negatively associated, and so

$$\text{Var} \left( k \sum_{e \in S} \bar{T}_e \right) = k^2 \sum_{e \in G} \bar{T}_e^2 \text{Var} (I_e) \leq k^2 \sum_{e \in G} \bar{T}_e^2 (1/k - 1/k^2) \leq k \sum_{e \in G} \bar{T}_e^2 \leq k T^{4/3}$$

by applying Lemma 3.2. The result then follows by Chebyshev’s inequality. \[\square\]

We will now bound, for any sample set $S$, the accuracy with which the algorithm estimates $k \sum_{e \in S} \bar{T}_e$.

**Lemma 3.4.**

\[\forall \epsilon > 0, \mathbb{P} \left[ \bar{T}_e \in \left( \left| k \sum_{e \in S} \bar{T}_e - \epsilon T \right|, \left( k \sum_{e \in S} \bar{T}_e + \epsilon T \right) \right) \right] \geq 1 - \frac{k^3 T'}{\epsilon^2 T^{2/3} m} \sum_{e \in S} \bar{T}_e\]

**Proof.** We may assume $|Q| = m'$, since otherwise $Q = \bigcup_{e \in S} (e, I_e)$ and so $\bar{T}' = k \sum_{e \in S} \bar{T}_e$ exactly. Conditioned on $S$, for any $r$ such that $\rho(r) \in S$, let $J_r$ be 1 if $(\rho(r), r) \in Q$, and 0 otherwise. As $Q$ is fixed size, the family $\{J_r\}_{r \in G}$ is negatively associated, and so

$$\text{Var} \left( \bar{T}'|S \right) \leq \frac{k T'}{m'} \sum_{r \in S} \sum_{e \in S} \text{Var}(J_r)$$

$$= \frac{k T'}{m'} \sum_{r \in S} \sum_{e \in S} \left( \frac{m'}{T'} - \left( \frac{m'}{T'} \right)^2 \right)$$

$$\leq \frac{k^3 T'}{m} \sum_{e \in S} \bar{T}_e$$

The result then follows from Chebyshev’s inequality. \[\square\]

To make use of the bound above, we will need to bound the probability that $T'$ is too large.

**Lemma 3.5.**

$$\mathbb{P} \left[ k T' \leq 30T \right] \geq 9/10$$

**Proof.** Each edge in $G$ is included in $S$ with probability $1/k$, so

$$\mathbb{E} \left[ T' \right] = \sum_{e \in G} T_e/k = 3T/k$$

The result then follows from Markov’s inequality. \[\square\]

Putting these results together will allow us to bound the accuracy of the estimator.

**Lemma 3.6.** There exists a constant $D > 0$ such that, $\forall \epsilon \in (0, 1)$, if

$$k \leq \epsilon^2 DT^{2/3}$$

then

$$\mathbb{P} \left[ T' \in ((1 - \epsilon)T, (1 + \epsilon)T) \right] \geq 2/3$$

**Proof.** Using Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4, choose $D \leq 1$ such that

$$\mathbb{P} \left[ k \sum_{e \in S} \bar{T}_e \in ((1 - \epsilon/2)T, (1 + \epsilon/2)T) \right] \geq 99/100$$

$$\mathbb{P} \left[ T' \in \left( \left( k \sum_{e \in S} \bar{T}_e - \epsilon T/2, \left( k \sum_{e \in S} \bar{T}_e + \epsilon T/2 \right) \right) \right] \geq 1 - \frac{k T'}{3000 T^{4/3} m} k \sum_{e \in S} \bar{T}_e$$

Then, if $E$ is the event that $k \sum_{e \in S} \bar{T}_e = (1 \pm \epsilon/2)T$ and $k T' \leq 30T$, by Lemma 3.5 and the union bound

$$\mathbb{P} [E] \geq 89/100$$
Thus,
\[
\Pr \left[ \bar{T'} \in \left( k \sum_{e \in S} \bar{T}_e - \epsilon T/2, k \sum_{e \in S} \bar{T}_e + \epsilon T/2 \right) \right] \geq 1 - \frac{1}{89m} k \sum_{e \in S} \bar{T}_e
\]
\[
\geq 1 - \frac{1 + \epsilon}{89m} T^{2/3}
\]
\[
\geq \frac{87}{89}
\]
as \( T \leq m^{3/2} \). Therefore, with probability at least 89/100 \( \geq 87/89 - 1/100 > 2/3 \)
\[
\bar{T'} \in \left( k \sum_{e \in S} \bar{T}_e - \epsilon T/2, k \sum_{e \in S} \bar{T}_e + \epsilon T/2 \right)
\]
and
\[
k \sum_{e \in S} \bar{T}_e \in ((1 - \epsilon/2)T, (1 + \epsilon/2)T)
\]
Therefore,
\[
\bar{T'} = ((1 - \epsilon)T, (1 + \epsilon)T)
\]
\[\square\]

**Theorem 3.7.** For all \( \epsilon, \delta \in (0, 1) \), there is a 2-pass triangle counting algorithm that uses
\[
O \left( \frac{m \log n}{\epsilon^2 T^{2/3}} \log 1/\delta \right)
\]
space and returns a \((1 \pm \epsilon)\) multiplicative approximation to \( T \) with probability \( 1 - \delta \).

**Proof.** Let \( m' = \Theta \left( \frac{m}{\epsilon^2 T^{2/3}} \right) \), with constants chosen so that \( k = \Theta(\epsilon^2 T^{2/3}) \) meets the requirements of Lemma 3.6. This gives an algorithm that runs in
\[
O \left( \frac{m \log n}{\epsilon^2 T^{2/3}} \right)
\]
space and returns a \((1 \pm \epsilon)\) multiplicative approximation to \( T \) with probability \( 2/3 \). Then, for an appropriately chosen constant \( D \in \mathbb{N} \), run \( D \log 1/\delta \) copies of the algorithm in parallel, and take the median of their outputs. If \( D \) is chosen to be a sufficiently large constant, at least half the algorithms will return a result within \( \epsilon T \) of \( T \) with probability \( 1 - \delta \), and so the median will give a \((1 \pm \epsilon)\) multiplicative approximation. \[\square\]

### 4 TWO PASS 4-CYCLE COUNTING ALGORITHM

#### 4.1 Notation

For any edge or wedge \( x \), let \( T_x \) denote the number of 4-cycles that contain \( x \), let \( T \) denote the number of 4-cycles in our graph \( G \), and let \( m \) denote the number of edges in \( G \).

#### 4.2 Algorithm

Our algorithm will take two passes over the stream. Call these passes \( P_1, P_2 \). We will not require \( P_2 \) to have the same ordering as \( P_1 \). Our algorithm is then as follows:

1. Choose a sample size \( m' \).
2. While passing through \( P_1 \), keep a uniformly chosen size-\( m' \) subset \( S \) of \( E(G) \). If \( m' > m \), instead keep all of \( E(G) \). Record \( m \).
3. Let \( Q \) be the set of wedges consisting of edges in \( S \).
4. While passing through \( P_2 \), for each \( w \in Q \), calculate \( T_w \).
5. Set \( k = m/m' \).
6. Return \( T' = k^2 \sum_{w \in Q} T_w^2 \).

#### 4.3 Analysis

**4.3.1 Space Complexity.** For any wedge \( uvw \) in \( Q \), and any vertex \( z \in V(G) \), we may check whether \( uvwz \) forms a 4-cycle in \( G \) while passing over the adjacency list of \( z \) with only extra \( 2|S| \) bits of storage, by flagging whether \( u \) and \( w \) are in the adjacency list of \( z \). Therefore, the algorithm can be implemented with the use of
\[
O(|S| \log n) = O(m' \log n)
\]
space.

**4.3.2 Correctness.** To show that the algorithm obtains an \( O(1) \) factor approximation to \( T \), we will need to show that at least a constant fraction of cycles in our graph \( G \) are easy to find.

**Definition 4.1.** We call an edge \( e \in E(G) \) “heavy” if it is contained at least 40\( \sqrt{T} \) 4-cycles, and “light” otherwise. We call a wedge \( w \) “overused” if it is contained in at least 40\( \sqrt{T} \) 4-cycles, “heavy” if it contains a heavy edge, “bad” if it is either overused or heavy, and “good” otherwise. We call a cycle “good” if it contains at least one good wedge.

We will denote the set of good cycles as \( F_G \).

**Lemma 4.2.** \(|F_G| = \Omega(T)\)

**Proof.** See appendix. \[\square\]

For each cycle \( \tau \) that has at least one good wedge, let \( \rho(\tau) \) denote an arbitrarily chosen good wedge in \( \tau \). Let \( f_G \) denote the number of 4-cycles \( \tau \) such that \( \rho(\tau) \) is in the sampled wedge set \( Q \). Let \( f_B \) denote the number of 4-cycles \( \tau \) such that
\( \rho(\tau) \notin Q, \) but some other wedge in \( \tau \) is in \( Q. \) The estimate returned by the algorithm is then \( k^2 (f_G + f_B). \)

**Lemma 4.3.** There exists a constant \( D > 0 \) such that, if 
\[
  k \leq DT^{3/8}
\]
then 
\[
  \Pr \left[ k^2 f_G \in \left[ \frac{|F_G|}{4}, 2 |F_G| \right] \right] \geq 9/10
\]

**Proof.** For each \( \tau \in F_G, \) there is an \( m' = \frac{m(m-1)}{m-1} \in \left[ k/2, k \right] \)
probability that both edges in \( \rho(\tau) \) will be included in \( S, \) so 
\[
  \mathbb{E} \left[ k^2 f_G \right] \in \left[ \frac{|F_G|}{2}, |F_G| \right]
\]
Next we bound the variance. For any two 4-cycles \( \tau_1, \tau_2, \) the probability that both \( \rho(\tau_1) \) and \( \rho(\tau_2) \) are in \( Q \) is \( \prod_{i=0}^{r-1} \frac{m_i - 1}{m_i} \leq k^{-r}, \) where \( r \) is the total number of distinct edges between \( \rho(\tau_1) \) and \( \rho(\tau_2) \) (varying from 4 if they are disjoint to 2 if they are the same wedge).
\[
  \text{Var}(k^2 f_G) = k^4 \mathbb{E} [f_G^2] - k^4 \mathbb{E} [f_G]^2 \\
  \leq k^4 \sum_{\tau_1, \tau_2 \in F_G} \Pr [\rho(\tau_1), \rho(\tau_2) \notin Q] - k^4 \mathbb{E} [f_G]^2 \\
  \leq k^4 \sum_{\tau_1, \tau_2 \in F_G} \Pr [\rho(\tau_1), \rho(\tau_2) \in Q] \\
  \leq k^4 \left( k^{-2} T_{\rho(\tau_1)} + k^{-3} \sum_{e \in \rho(\tau)} T_e \right) \\
  \leq \sum_{\tau \in F_G} \left( 40k^2 T^{3/4} + 40k T^{1/2} \right) \\
  \leq 80D T^2
\]

where the penultimate step uses that \( rho(\tau) \) is good and the last step uses that \( k \leq DT^{3/8}. \) The result then follows for sufficiently small \( D > 0 \) by Lemma 4.2 and Chebyshev’s inequality. \( \square \)

**Lemma 4.4.** 
\[
  \Pr \left[ k^2 f_B \leq 40T \right] \geq 9/10
\]

**Proof.** Each cycle has 4 wedges, and each one has at most \( 1/k^2 \) probability of contributing to \( f_B, \) so \( \mathbb{E} [k^2 f_B] \leq 4T. \) The result then follows by Markov’s inequality. \( \square \)

**Lemma 4.5.** There exists a constant \( D > 0 \) such that, if 
\[
  k \leq DT^{3/8}
\]
then with probability 4/5, the algorithm outputs an \( O(1) \) multiplicative approximation to \( T. \)

**Proof.** Apply the union bound to the above two lemmas. \( \square \)

**Theorem 4.6.** For every \( \delta \in (0,1), \) there exists a two-pass 4-cycle counting algorithm that uses 
\[
  O \left( \frac{m \log n}{T^{3/8}} \log 1/\delta \right)
\]
space and returns a \( O(1) \) multiplicative approximation to \( T \) with probability \( 1 - \delta. \)

**Proof.** Let \( m' = \Theta \left( \frac{m}{T^{3/8}} \right) \), with constants chosen so that \( k = \Theta \left( T^{3/8} \right) \) meets the requirement of Lemma 4.5. This gives an algorithm that runs in \( O \left( \frac{m \log n}{T^{3/8}} \right) \) space and returns an \( O(1) \) multiplicative approximation to \( T \) with probability 2/3. Running \( \Theta(\log 1/\delta) \) copies of the algorithm in parallel and taking the median of their outputs then gives the desired result. \( \square \)

## 5 LOWER BOUNDS

We will make use of reductions from the following communication complexity problems. In each case, the players are allowed to use (shared) randomness, and the lower bounds mentioned will be for solving the problem with probability 2/3.

**Index (INDEXr)**
Alice holds a binary string \( s \) of length \( r \) and Bob holds an index \( x \in [r]. \) Alice sends a message to Bob, who must compute \( s_x. \) This requires \( \Omega(r) \) communication [23]. For problems where multi-way communication is allowed, the players are permitted to use multiple rounds, with the cost of a protocol being the sum of the sizes of the messages sent in each round.

**Three Party NOF Pointer-Jumping (3-PJr)**
Alice, Bob, and Charlie share edges from a graph with four layers of vertices: \( V_1 = \{ v^* \}, \) \( V_2 = \{ v_{2i} \}_{i=1}^{r}, \) \( V_3 = \{ v_{3i} \}_{i=1}^{r}, \) \( V_4 = \{ v_{40}, v_{41} \} \) and three layers of edges \( E_1, E_2, E_3, \) where \( E_i \) contains edges from \( V_i \) to \( V_{i+1}. \) Edges of the graph are directed, and every vertex in layers 1 through 3 has out-degree exactly one. Vertices in \( V_4 \) have out-degree 0. Alice has the edges in \( E_2 \) and \( E_3. \) Bob has \( E_1 \) and \( E_3, \) and Charlie has \( E_1 \) and \( E_2. \) Using one way communication — Alice sends a message to Bob, who then sends a message to Charlie — the players must compute whether \( v^* \) is connected by a directed path to \( v_{40} \) or \( v_{41}, \) answering 0 in the first case and 1 in the second. The best known lower bound on the communication complexity of this problem is \( \Omega(\sqrt{r}) \) [35], while the best known upper bound is \( O(\log r / \log \log r) \) [11], and it is conjectured that the true complexity of the problem is close to linear.
**Two Party Disjointness (DISJ_r)**
Alice holds a binary string $s^1$ of length $r$ and Bob holds a string $s^2$ of the same length. Using multi-way communication, they must determine whether there exists an index $x$ such that $s^1_x = s^2_x = 1$, answering 1 if there is and 0 otherwise. The communication complexity of this problem is $\Omega(r)$ [20, 30].

**Three Party NOF Disjointness (3-DISJ_r)**
Alice, Bob, and Charlie share three binary strings of length $r$: $s^1$, $s^2$, and $s^3$. Each of the three players holds two of the strings: Alice has $s^1$ and $s^2$, Bob $s^2$ and $s^3$, Charlie $s^3$ and $s^1$. Using multi-way communication, they must determine whether there exists an index $x$ such that $s^1_x = s^2_x = s^3_x = 1$, answering 1 if there is and 0 otherwise. The best known lower bound on the communication complexity of this problem is $\Omega(\sqrt{r})$ [31]. No sublinear protocol is known, and it is conjectured that the true complexity is $\tilde{\Omega}(r)$.

### 5.1 Reduction Structure

Each of the lower bounds will take the following form: an encoding of an instance of the problem into a graph where the vertices are “assigned” to players. Each player must be able to insert the adjacency list corresponding to their “assigned” vertices, and thus any edges between the assigned vertices of two different players must be determined by state shared by both players.

In each case, we will embed an instance of the problem in a graph which has no $\ell$-cycles (for $\ell$ the length we are considering) if the correct output of the game is 0, and $T$ cycles if it is 1. Therefore, any algorithm that can distinguish between 0 and $T$ $\ell$-cycles (in particular, any algorithm for counting $\ell$-cycles) would provide a protocol for the communication problem, with communication complexity equal to the space cost of the algorithm. For one-pass lower bounds, we will reduce from one-way communication problems, and for multi-pass lower bounds we will reduce from multi-way communication problems, so that each pass over the input corresponds to one round of communication.

### 5.2 Girth-6 Graphs

In two of our reductions concerning counting 4-cycles we will need to construct a graph with a large number of 4-cycles for instances with output 1 and a similar 4-cycle-free graph for 0-instances. To achieve that, we employ bipartite 4-cycle-free graphs on $2r$ vertices with $\Theta(r^{3/2})$ edges. An example of such a graph is an incidence graph of a special kind of projective plane called field plane. If the order of the plane is $q$, it has $q^2 + q + 1$ points, the same number of lines, and each line passes through exactly $q + 1$ points. Thus, the incidence graph has $2(q^2 + q + 1)$ vertices, each with degree $q + 1$. The graph is 4-cycle-free since by definition of a projective plane, for any two distinct points, there is exactly one line passing through both of them, and for any two distinct lines, there is exactly one point both of them pass through. We also note that there are no 4-cycle-free graphs on $r$ vertices with $\omega(r^{3/2})$ edges [8].

### 5.3 One-Pass Triangle Counting

**Theorem 5.1.** If 3-PJ, requires $\Omega(f_{pj}(r))$ communication, then for any $m$ and $T \leq m$, there exist $m' = \Theta(m)$ and $T' = \Theta(T)$ such that any adjacency list streaming algorithm that distinguishes between $m'$-edge graphs with 0 and $T'$ triangles with at least 2/3 probability in one pass requires $\Omega(f_{pj}(m/\sqrt{T}))$ space.

**Proof.** We will describe an encoding of an instance of 3-PJ, as a graph $G$, illustrated in Figure 1a. Let $r, k \in \mathbb{N}$ be variables to be fixed later, and consider an instance of 3-PJ, with edge sets $E_1, E_2, E_3$. $V(G)$ will be the union of the following sets:

- $A = \{a_i\}_{i=1}^r$ of $r$ vertices, assigned to Alice.
- $B$ of size $k$, assigned to Bob.
- $C_1, C_2, \ldots, C_r$, each of size $k$, assigned to Charlie.

The edges of the graph will be:

- For the edge $(v^*, v_{2i}) \in E_1$, $k^2$ edges connecting every vertex in $B$ to every vertex in $C_i$.
- For each edge $(v_i, v_{3j}) \in E_2$, $k$ edges connecting every vertex in $C_i$ to $a_j$.
- For each edge $(v_i, v_{4j}) \in E_3$, $k$ edges connecting $a_i$ to every vertex in $B$. Edges $(v_i, v_{40}) \in E_3$ will be ignored.

$G$ will have $O(rk + k^2)$ edges. If $v^*$ has a path to $v_{41}$ it will have $k^2$ triangles. Otherwise it will have 0 triangles. We can therefore set $k = \Theta(\sqrt{T})$ and $r = \Theta(m/\sqrt{T})$ to complete the proof. \qed

### 5.4 $O(1)$-Pass Triangle Counting

**Theorem 5.2.** If 3-DISJ, requires $\Omega(f_d(r))$ communication, then for any $m$ and $T \leq m^{3/2}$, there exist $m' = \Theta(m)$ and $T' = \Theta(T)$ such that any adjacency list streaming algorithm that distinguishes between $m'$-edge graphs with 0 and $T'$ triangles with at least 2/3 probability in a constant number of passes requires $\Omega(f_d(m/T^{2/3}))$ space.

**Proof.** We will describe an encoding of an instance of 3-DISJ, as a graph $G$, illustrated in Figure 1b. $V(G)$ will be the union of the following sets:

- $A_1, A_2, \ldots, A_r$, each of size $k$, assigned to Alice.
- $B_1, B_2, \ldots, B_r$, each of size $k$, assigned to Bob.
- $C_1, C_2, \ldots, C_r$, each of size $k$, assigned to Charlie.

The edges of the graph will be:
• For each $i \in [r]$, $k^2$ edges between $A_i$ and $C_i$ iff $s^1_i = 1$.
• For each $i \in [r]$, $k^2$ edges between $A_i$ and $B_i$ iff $s^2_i = 1$.
• For each $i \in [r]$, $k^2$ edges between $B_i$ and $C_i$ iff $s^3_i = 1$.

$G$ will have $\Theta(rk)$ vertices and $O(rk^2)$ edges. If there exists an index $x$ such that $s^1_x = s^2_x = s^3_x = 1$, $A_x$, then $B_x$, and $C_x$ will form $k^3$ triangles. Otherwise, the graph will be triangle-free. Therefore, for any $m$ and $T \leq m^{3/2}$, we may set $k = \Theta(T^{1/3})$ and $r = m/T^{2/3}$, and the result follows.  

\section{One Pass 4-Cycle Counting}

\begin{theorem}
For any $m$ and $T \leq m^{1/3}$, there exists $m' = m$ such that any adjacency list streaming algorithm that distinguishes between $m'$-edge graphs with 0 and $T$ 4-cycles with at least $2/3$ probability in one pass requires $\Omega(m)$ space.
\end{theorem}

\textbf{Proof.} We will describe an encoding of an instance of INDEX$_{(r/n^{3/2})}$ as a graph $G$, illustrated in Figure 1c. $V(G)$ will be the union of the following sets:

- $A = \{a_i\}_{i=1}^r$ and $B = \{b_i\}_{i=1}^r$, each of size $r$, assigned to Alice.
- $C_1, C_2, \ldots, C_r, D_1, D_2, \ldots, D_r$, each of size $k$, assigned to Bob.

Using the construction in Section 5.2, fix a bipartite 4-cycle-free graph $H$ with both partitions of size $r$ and $\Theta(r^{3/2})$ edges. Let the size of $A$'s string (and therefore the size of the instance) be $|E(H)|$, and associate each edge of $H$ with a different index of Alice’s string. The edges of our graph are then the following:

- A copy of $H$ between $A$ and $B$, with the edges corresponding to bits of Alice's string that are 0 removed.
- A matching of size $k$ between $C_i$ and $D_j$, where $ij$ is the edge of $H$ corresponding to Bob's index.
- For each $i \in [r]$, $k$ edges between $a_i$ and $C_i$.
- For each $i \in [r]$, $k$ edges between $B_i$ and $D_i$.

The resulting graph has $\Theta(rk)$ vertices and $O(r^{3/2} + rk + k)$ edges. If $s_x = 1$, the graph has $k$ 4-cycles, otherwise it is 4-cycle-free. Therefore, by setting $k = T$ and $r = \Theta(m^{2/3})$, the result follows.  

\section{O(1)-Pass 4-Cycle Counting}

\begin{theorem}
For any $m$ and $T \leq \sqrt{m}$, there exists $m' = \Theta(m)$ such that any adjacency list streaming algorithm that distinguishes between $m'$-edge graphs with 0 and $T$ 4-cycles with at least $2/3$ probability in a constant number of passes requires $\Omega(m/T^{2/3})$ space.
\end{theorem}

\textbf{Proof.} We will describe an encoding of an instance of DIS$_{3}$ as a graph $G$, illustrated in Figure 1d. $V(G)$ will be the union of the following sets:

- $A = \{a_i\}_{i=1}^r$ of size $r + 1$, assigned to Alice.
- $B = \{b_i\}_{i=1}^r$ of size $r$, assigned to Bob.
- $C = \{c_i\}_{i=1}^r$ of size $T$, assigned to Bob.
- $D = \{d_i\}_{i=1}^{r-4}$ of size $\ell - 4$, assigned to Bob.

The edges of the graph will be:

- $(a_i, b_i)$ for all $i \in [r]$.
- $(a_{i+1}, c_i)$ for all $i \in [T]$.
- $(d_{i-4}, c_i)$ for all $i \in [T]$.
- A path $d_1 - d_2 - \cdots - d_{\ell-4}$. Note that for $\ell = 5$, this path has 1 vertex and 0 edges.
- $(a_i, a_{i+1})$ for every $i$ such that the $i$-th bit of Alice's string is 1.
- $(b_i, d_i)$ for every $i$ such that the $i$-th bit of Bob's string is 1.

$G$ will have $O(r + T)$ edges, as $\ell$ is a constant. If there exists an index $x$ such that $s^1_x = s^2_x = 1$, then the graph will have $\Theta(k^{3/2})$ edges.
\[ T \cdot \ell \text{-cycles, otherwise it will be } \ell \text{-cycle-free. Therefore, if } T \leq m, \text{ the result follows by setting } r = m. \]
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We call an edge \( e \in E(G) \) "heavy" if it is contained at least \( 40\sqrt{T} \) 4-cycles, and "light" otherwise. We call a wedge \( w \) "overused" if it is contained in at least \( 40T^{1/4} \) 4-cycles, "heavy" if it contains a heavy edge, "bad" if it is either overused or heavy, and "good" otherwise. We call a cycle "good" if it contains at least one good edge.

We will denote the set of good cycles as \( F_G \).

**Lemma 4.2.** \(|F_G| = \Omega(T)\)

We split the proof of this into three subsidiary lemmas.

**Lemma A.1.** There are at least \( \frac{3}{4}T \) cycles containing no more than one heavy edge.

**Proof.** Call a wedge "very heavy" if it contains two heavy edges. We note that there are at most \( \sqrt{T}/10 \) heavy edges, as each cycle contains 4 edges. Therefore, there are at most \( T/100 \) distinct pairs of disjoint heavy edges, and so there are at most \( T/50 \) cycles containing a pair of disjoint heavy edges, as each such pair may participate in at most two distinct cycles.

Therefore, the remaining \( \frac{3}{4}T \) cycles all either contain no more than one heavy edge, or consist of one light wedge joined with one very heavy wedge. Let the number of cycles of the second type be \( B \).

For each pair of vertices \( uv \), let \( g_{uv} \) be the number of light wedges of the form \( uvw \) for some vertex \( w \), and \( b_{uv} \) be the number of very heavy wedges of that form. Then we have:

\[
B = \sum_{uv \in V(G)^2} g_{uv}b_{uv}
\]

Furthermore,

\[
\sum_{uv \in V(G)^2: g_{uv} \leq 2} g_{uv}b_{uv} \leq 2 \sum_{uv \in V(G)^2} b_{uv} \leq T/50
\]

and so we have:

\[
B \leq \sum_{uv \in V(G)^2: g_{uv} \geq 2} g_{uv}b_{uv} + T/50
\]

Furthermore, between any pair of vertices there are at least \( \left( \frac{g_{uv}}{2} \right) \) cycles consisting of two very heavy wedges with endpoints at those vertices, and at least \( \left( \frac{b_{uv}}{2} \right) \) cycles consisting of two light wedges with endpoints at those vertices. Furthermore, each of those cycles will appear between at most two pairs of vertices in this fashion. Therefore:

\[
T \geq B + \frac{1}{2} \sum_{uv \in V(G)^2: g_{uv} \geq 2} \left( g_{uv} + b_{uv} \right)
\]

\[
\geq B + \frac{1}{2} \sum_{uv \in V(G)^2: g_{uv} \geq 2} (g_{uv} + b_{uv})
\]

\[
\geq B + \frac{1}{4} \sum_{uv \in V(G)^2: g_{uv} \geq 2} \left( \frac{b_{uv}^2}{g_{uv}^2} \right)
\]

\[
\geq B + \frac{1}{4} \sum_{uv \in V(G)^2: g_{uv} > 2} \left( g_{uv}^2 - 4b_{uv}^2 - b_{uv} \right)
\]

\[
\geq B + \frac{1}{4} \sum_{uv \in V(G)^2: g_{uv} > 2} \left( \frac{2}{3} g_{uv}^2 + b_{uv}^2 \right) - T/400
\]

\[
\geq B + \frac{1}{\sqrt{6}} \sum_{uv \in V(G)^2: g_{uv} > 2} g_{uv} b_{uv} - T/400
\]

\[
\geq B + \frac{1}{\sqrt{6}} (B - T/50) - T/400
\]

where the last step plugs in the previous expression. Hence:

\[
B \leq T(1 + \frac{1}{50\sqrt{6}} + \frac{1}{400})/(1 + \frac{1}{\sqrt{6}}) < 0.72T
\]

So the number of cycles that contain no more than one heavy edge is at least \( \frac{3}{5}T - 0.72T = \frac{13}{50}T \).
For the next two lemmas, note that there are at most $4T/40^{3/4} = T^{3/4}/10$ overused wedges, as each cycle contains 4 distinct wedges.

**Lemma A.2.** There are at most $\frac{3}{25}T$ 4-cycles containing all overused wedges.

**Proof.** Let a vertex $v \in V(G)$ be “primary” if it is an endpoint of at least $\sqrt{T}$ overused wedges, and “secondary” otherwise. There are at most $2 \cdot T^{3/4}/10 \cdot 1/\sqrt{T} = T^{1/4}/5$ primary vertices.

Any 4-cycle that contains all overused wedges and at least one primary vertex can be uniquely specified by one primary vertex and an overused edge that is disjoint from it. There are therefore at most

$$T^{1/4}/5 \cdot T^{3/4}/10 \leq T/50$$

such cycles. Now, for any pair of secondary vertices $u, v \in V(G)$, let $X_{uv}$ be the number of 4-cycles that contain $u$ and $v$ as opposite vertices (that is, not connected by any edge in the cycle), and have only overused wedges. As both $u$ and $v$ are secondary, $X_{uv} \leq \sqrt{T}$. Note also that there are at least $\sqrt[X_{uv}]{T}$ overused wedges with $u$ and $v$ as their endpoints. Then, the number of 4-cycles containing only secondary vertices and all overused wedges is at most:

$$\sum_{u,v \in V(G)^2: u, v \text{ secondary}} X_{uv} \leq T^{1/4} \sum_{u,v \in V(G)^2: u, v \text{ secondary}} \sqrt{X_{uv}} \leq T^{1/4} \# \text{ of overused wedges} \leq T/10$$

So the total number of cycles that contain all overused wedges is at most $1/50 + 1/10 = 3/25$. □

**Lemma A.3.** There are at most $\frac{3}{25}T$ 4-cycles containing one bad edge $e$ and with the two edges not containing $e$ being overused.

**Proof.** Define “primary” and “secondary” vertices as in the previous lemma. Either $e$ has at least one primary endpoint, or it has at least one secondary endpoint.

First we bound the number of such 4-cycles where $e$ has at least one primary endpoint, $v$. Then, $v$ has an overused wedge that is disjoint from it, and $v$ together with this wedge uniquely determine the cycle, so the number of such cycles is at most:

$$T^{1/4}/5 \cdot T^{3/4}/10 = T/50$$

Second, we bound the number of such 4-cycles where $e$ has at least one secondary endpoint $v$. Each such cycle can be characterised by the choices of $e$ and the choice of overused wedge that connects to $e$ at $v$. As $v$ is secondary, there are at most $\sqrt{T}$ choices of this overused wedge, so the total number of such cycles is at most:

$$\sqrt{T}/10 \cdot \sqrt{T} = T/10$$

So the total number of cycles that contain one bad edge $e$ and with the two edges not containing $e$ being overused is at most $1/50 + 1/10 = 3/25$.

By combining the previous three lemmas, there are at least $\frac{13}{50}T$ cycles that contain no more than one heavy edge, no more than $\frac{3}{25}T$ of which have all overused cycles, and no more than $\frac{3}{25}T$ of which have one heavy edge $e$ and both wedges that do not contain $e$ overused. So the number of cycles which contain at least one good wedge is at least:

$$\frac{13}{50}T - \frac{3}{25}T - \frac{3}{25}T = \frac{1}{50}T = \Omega(T).$$